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MATHEMATICA IMPLEMENTATION OF BEM MODEL 
FOR MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSIS IN PARALLEL 

CONDUCTORS WITH TIME-HARMONIC CURRENTS 
 

 
This paper presents a computational model for time-harmonic magnetic field analysis 

in a configuration of any number of long parallel conductors carrying currents or exposed 
to an externally applied transverse magnetic field. The model is based on the Boundary 
Element Method (BEM) and implemented in Mathematica by effective use of its built-in 
functions and algorithms. The cross-sections of the conductors can have any shapes, with 
or without holes. In addition, it is possible to add any number of filamentary currents. The 
model allows finding magnetic field at a given point, powers transmitted across the 
boundaries of the wires, and the matrix of self and mutual impedances of the considered 
set of wires. Examples of its use are presented. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Many practical configurations of wires, including power lines, busducts, 

cables, have significant length in relation to their cross-section dimensions. With 
fringing neglected, such configurations can be effectively modeled in a cross-
section, i.e. as infinitely long. Such an approach makes the problem two-
dimensional, what simplifies considerably equations of EM field. This does not 
mean, however, that the equations can be solved analytically for any considered 
configuration of wires. In fact, this is possible only for very specific shapes of wire 
cross-sections, e.g. circular, tubular, and some sets of them. Therefore, numerical 
procedures must be used for more complicated geometry. This problem has been 
widely discussed in literature and resulted in many methods and computer 
programs [1-6]. This paper presents quite a general approach by means of the 
Boundary Element Method (BEM), implemented in Mathematica 7.0.  

 
2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
 
Let us consider K long parallel wires of constant cross-sections (Fig. 1) with 

time-harmonic currents I1, I2, …, Ik, …, IK of angular frequency ω. All wires are 
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assumed to be linear media, with conductivity γk = const and the relative magnetic 
permeability μrk = const. The wires are placed in air. Some of the wires can have 
holes in which additional wires can be placed (like in coaxial cable or shielded 
busducts). Some of the wires can have so small cross-section that they can be 
treated as filamentary. Let there be M non-filamentary wires and N = K – M 
filamentary ones. In addition, all the wires can be placed in an externally applied 
transverse time-harmonic field of the same angular frequency ω. The goal is to 
determine the EM field in such a configuration, and integral parameters like self 
and mutual impedances, or Joule power losses.  
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Fig. 1. Exemplary configuration of wires (cross-section): Ω1 – full wire with current I1, Ω2 – tubular 
wire with current I2, Ω3 – conductive shield with current I3, filamentary current I4, Ω−1 – infinite 
space, Ω−2 – interior of wire 2, Ω−3 – insulation inside shield Ω3, Bext – external magnetic field 

 
Phasors of electric field intensity E  and magnetic flux density B  can be 

expressed in terms of A -V potentials as follows: 
 ABAE  ,j Vω . (1) 

With the displacement currents neglected, potentials A  and V satisfy the 
following equations 

 )(j2 Vμγωμγ  AAA , (2) 

 0j2  AωV , (3) 

Let the z axis of the cartesian coordinate system lie along the wires. It can be 
shown then that in the considered configuration the vector magnetic potential has a 
z component, only, i.e. A = A(x, y)1z and ∙ A =0. Let the non-filamentary 
conductive regions be denoted Ω1, Ω2, …, ΩM, whereas the non-conductive regions 
between them by Ω−1, Ω−2, …, Ω−L, with Ω−1 for the outermost (infinite) space. For 
every non-conductive region Ω−l, Eq. (2) reduces to the 2D Laplace equation: 

 LlA l ,,2,1,02   . (4) 
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In every conductive region, Eq. (2) takes the form of the 2D Helmholtz equation: 

 MmVγμAκA mmmmmm ,,2,1,22  , (5) 

where 

 
2
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0r
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γμωμαακγμωμκ  . (6) 

By introducing new Am defined as ‘old’ Am – Vm/jω, what is equivalent to using 
Lorentz gauge inside region Ωm, Eq. (5) can be made homogeneous, which is 
preferred in BEM. However, such approach results in discontinuity of A on 
boundaries separating the conductive and non-conductive regions [7]. It can be 
shown that the discontinuities on the inner boundaries of the conductive regions 
can be removed so that 
 lmml ΩΩAA   between   ofboundary inner every on . (7) 

The remaining discontinuities take the form of a constant step so that 
 lmmml ΩΩCAA   between   ofboundary outer  on the , (8) 

where Cm is a constant (individual for every conductive region). The continuity of 
tangent components of magnetic field intensity on the boundaries between regions 
Ωm and Ω−l results in the following relationships for every boundary: 
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where nm and n−l are normal vectors on the boundary between regions Ωm and Ω−l, 
oriented outwards the regions (n−l = −nm). Of course, μr,−l = 1, since insulations are 
non-magnetic. Usually, μrm = 1, too, but there is possibility that μrm >> 1 (e.g. steel 
domains); yet μr = const for individual regions (linearity, no hysteresis). 

To introduce the information about currents in the wires one needs to formulate 
additional equations. For every conducting region Ωm the outer boundary of which 
is Sm

out one can use the Ampère’s law to obtain 
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where Θm is the total current enclosed by boundary Sm
out. The number of such 

relationships equals exactly the number of constants Cm. 
Additional equations result from filamentary currents and the externally 

applied magnetic field. Filamentary current Ik placed at point (xk, yk) in region Ω−l, 
produces a magnetic field the potential of which equals 
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The externally applied magnetic field is determined by giving the z-component of 
its magnetic vector potential Aext(x, y). It must be incorporated into the equations 
so that magnetic flux density tended to Bext = ×(Aext1z) at infinity. 

 
3. BEM MODEL AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 

 
3.1. BEM model 

 
The considered problem can be solved by means of BEM [8]. To simplify the 

process of generation of equations, the constant approximation for field in a 
boundary element is used. However, the geometry is approximated with quadratic 
elements to map the curvilinear boundaries sufficiently accurately. Each Eq. (5) 
results in the following BEM equation for arbitrary point i: 
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i QGAHAc ˆ , (12) 

where ci
m – geometric coefficient (0.5 for point i on smooth boundary, 1 for point i 

inside Ωm), Aj
m – value of Am at point j, Qj

m – value of ∂Am/∂nm at point j 
(superscripts stand here for region indication, not for power). The summation 
extends over the boundary elements lying on boundary of region Ωm. Coefficients 
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are BEM integrals, in which Gm is the fundamental solution of Eq. (5): 
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where K0(z) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 0. 
Similarly, each Eq. (4) results in the following BEM equation: 
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in which all symbols are defined as in Eq. (12), except for G−l, which is 
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Undefined yet symbol As
−l

,i stands for the value of the source potential in region Ω−l 
at point i, and equals the total of potentials (11) due to the filamentary currents 
placed in the region. If l = 1, it is enlarged by Aext at point i.  

At last, each Eq. (10) have a discrete form as follows: 
 mm

j
j

m
j ΘμμΓQ 0r , (17) 

where |Γj| stands for the length of boundary element Γj, and the summation extends 
over the elements lying on boundary Sm

out. 
All values Aj

m, Qj
m, Aj

−l, Qj
−l and Cm are unknown. Their number is four times the 

number of nodes plus M. Eqs. like (12) and (15) can be written for each point i 
located in particular boundary nodes so that the number of equations equals twice 
the number of nodes. Relationships (7)÷(9) deliver the same number of another 
equations, and relationships (17) give the next M equations. The total number of 
equations is the same as the total number of unknowns. The final matrix equation 
can be simplified by eliminating half the nodal boundary values, resulting in an 
equation system the main matrix of which has a dimension equal twice the number 
of nodes plus M.  

 
3.2. Mathematica implementation 

 
The BEM model was implemented in Mathematica 7.0. It gives an easy way of 

defining the geometry, material parameters and excitations. Its detailed description 
cannot be presented here due to publication limitation. Therefore, only main 
features and some examples are mentioned in this paper. Commands like 
AddWire[S], AddTube[Sout, Sinn], AddShield[Sout, Sinn, 
wires], AddFilament[p] serve to define the configuration geometry and 
parameters. The coordinates and dimensions are given in freely assumed units of 
length, which should be the same throughout a problem, e.g. mm or cm. Each 
command can be given additional parameters:  
- Current -> value sets the total current in the region being defined, the 

default is 0; units are not specified, one should use the same units of current 
throughout a problem, e.g. A or kA, 

- SkinDepth -> value sets the skin depth in the region being defined to 
value in used units of length (κ = (1 + j)/value), the default is 1, 

- Permeability -> value sets μr for the region, the default is 1, 
- Name -> value gives the region a user-defined name, 
- Insulation -> value indicates an existing insulation in which the defined 

conductive region should be placed, the default value is 1 or ”Outside”. 
As an illustration, let us create the configuration from Fig. 1. The sequence of 

commands could be as follows: 
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BeginConfig; 
NewWire[NewBoundary[Discretize[Circle, {0, 0}, 2, 16]],  
        Current -> 1, Name -> ”Full”, SkinDepth -> 2] 
NewTube[NewBoundary[Discretize[Circle, {6, 0}, 3, 24]], 
        NewBoundary[Discretize[Circle, {6, 0}, 2, 16]], 
        Current -> 2 + I, Name -> "Pipe"] 
NewShield[NewBoundary[Discretize[Ellipse, {3, -1}, {9, 7}, 48]], 
          NewBoundary[Discretize[Ellipse, {3, -1}, {8, 6}, 48]], 
          {”Full”, ”Pipe”}, Name -> ”Shield”] 
NewFilament[{1,-4},Current -> -2] 
ExternalPotential = Function[{p},p[[2]]] 
EndConfig; 

 
Definitions are placed between BeginConfig and EndConfig. Then a 

range of commands can be used to display the configuration or show symbolic 
equation system (examples are shown in Fig. 2). 

 
ShowConfig[...] FormEquations 

 

 
ShowKnowns 

 
 

Fig. 2. Examples of implemented commands for configuration from Figure 1 

 
Command SolveConfig[] generates numerical equations, solves them, and 

determines additional parameters, e.g. apparent powers transmitted into all the 
conductive regions (via the Poyting vector), and the self and mutual impedances 
Zmk per unit of length. They are defined so that 
 

k
kmkm IZU , (18) 

and determined via constants Cm. Since the logarithmic potential does not vanish 
at infinity, only real parts of impedances Zmk are uniquely defined. However, the 
overall impedance of the configuration (built from Zmk) is unambiguously defined, 
if the total current in the configuration equals zero. In fact, only such situations are 
physical. 
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4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
 
Examples of use of the implemented model are compactly shown in Fig. 3. 
 

a) Single wire of circular cross-section NewB… stands for NewBoundary 
BeginConfig; 
NewWire[NewB…[Discretize[Circle,{0,0},2,16]], Current->1, SkinDepth->1]; 
EndConfig 

FormEquations 

 
ShowKnowns 

 

ZMatrix 
Z' = 1.265 + j0.871 

 
Theoretical value [2, 8] 

)(
)(

2 1

0

RκI
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gives 1.265 + j0.870. 

MagneticLines[] 

 
 

b) Two tubular wires NB… stands for NewBoundary[Discretize[Circle 
BeginConfig; 
AddTube[NB…,{-3,0},2,32]], NB…,{-3,0},1,16]], Current->-1, SkinDepth->1]; 
AddTube[NB…,{3,0},2,32]], NB…,{3,0},1,16]], Current->1, SkinDepth->1]; 
EndConfig 
Impedances (divided by corresponding DC resistances) 
Z'11 = Z'22 = 1.194 + j3.067 
Z'12 = Z'21 = −0.014 − j0.545 

The overall impedance equals  
Ztot = (Z'11 − Z'12 − Z'21 + Z'22)RDC ≈ (1.21 + j3.61)RDC 

 
 

c) Three-phase busbars NB… stands for NewBoundary[Discretize[Rectangle 
BeginConfig; 
AddWire[NB…,{-4,0},{2,4},24]], Current->1, Name->"L1"]; 
AddWire[NB…,{0,0},{2,4},24]], Current->Exp[-I 2 Pi/3], Name->"L2"]; 
AddWire[NB…,{4,0},{2,4},24]], Current->Exp[-I 4 Pi/3], Name->"L3"]; 
EndConfig 
SPowers gives the apparent power 
penetrating each conductive region 
per unit of length, in units of 
ωμ0×(used unit of current)2: 
SL1 = 0.074 + j0.037, 
SL2 = 0.085 + j0.055, 
SL3 = 0.073 + j0.036. 

Γ
n
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μ
ωS

Γ

dj






  

CurrentDensity[…] (relative magnitude) 

 
 

Fig. 3. Examples of use of the implemented BEM model: a) single wire of circular cross-section 
(benchmark problem), b) two tubular wires, c) three-phase rectangular busbars 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
The presented computational model and its Mathematica implementation is 

very general and allows considering almost any configuration of long parallel 
conductors that can be thought. Some of its limitations are: conductors must be 
homogeneous, insulations are perfectly non-conductive, frequency must not be too 
high (not for transmission lines). Despite them the implementation seems to be a 
good auxiliary tool for quick analysis of the EM field in the considered class of 
problems. 
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IMPLEMENTCAJA W MATHEMATICE MODELU MEB DO ANALIZY 

HARMONICZNEGO POLA MAGNETYCZNEGO UKŁADU RÓWNOLEGŁYCH 
PRZEWODÓW Z PRĄDEM SINUSOIDALNYM 

 
W pracy przedstawiono model obliczeniowy dla pola EM w dowolnym układzie 

długich równoległych przewodów wiodących prądy sinusoidalne lub poddanych działaniu 
zewnętrznego poprzecznego pola magnetycznego. Model wykorzystuje metodę elementów 
brzegowych (MEB) i jest zaimplementowany w Mathematice, co pozwala na efektywne 
wykorzystanie wielu wbudowanych w nią funkcji i algorytmów. Przewody mogą mieć 
dowolne przekroje poprzeczne, pełne lub wydrążone. Można także dodać dowolną liczbę 
przewodów nieskończenie cienkich. Model pozwala na obliczanie pola magnetycznego w 
dowolnym punkcie, mocy wnikającej do obszarów przewodzących oraz macierzy 
impedancji własnych i wzajemnych. Zaprezentowano przykłady jego zastosowania. 


